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3I, The Nature and Purpose of Classroom Visitation
There Is a changing viewpoint as to the nature and pur-
pose of classroom visitation In supervision. In 1917 Coff-
man cited the following definition by an early writer: "The
"business of a supervisor Is to cast a genial Influence over
his school, but otherwise he Is not to Interfere v;lth the
v/ork."^ Writers are making a clear distinction between
administration and supervision. In 1914 Elliott defined su-
pervision as that "supervisory control which Is concerned
with what should be taught, and v/hen It should be taught;
to whom, by whom, how and to what purpose ^ Another state-
ment In 1923 aimed to distinguish between supervision and
Inspection: "instructional supervision has the large purpose
of Improving the quality of Instruction primarily by pro-
moting the professional growth of all teachers, and second-
arily and temporarily by correcting deficiencies of prelimi-
nary preparation for teaching by training teachers in ser-
vice. " 2
One method of classroom visitation is that which may
be called the detective method. The principal enters the
room unav/ares with ears open to hear only that which he may
criticize, and eyes open to see whatever is v,'rong. Often
times the teacher is left in doubt as to what the prlnclprl
thinks as she hears nothing from him with reference to his
1. Coffman,L.D. "The Control of Educational Progress through
School Supervision." Proceedings of the N.E.A.,vol.55, 1917,
p,187.
2. Elliott, E.G. "City School Supervision," 1914, p. 12, V'orld
Book Co.
3. Dunn, Fannie W. ,"\Vhat is Instructional Supervision?" Pro-
ceedings of the N.E.A., Vol. 61, 1923, p,763«
r
4visit unless perhaps she discovers that she is no longer
wanted. Then again, harsh and destructive notes may he left
on the desk doing a great deal of harm in discouraging the
,
teacher and in causing her to take on an attitude of fear
and uneasiness. Even though there may be a personal confer-
ence with the teacher, very little can be accomplished be-
cause of the dictatorial manner of the supervisor. Destruc-
tive criticism alone accomplishes nothing but ill-feeling.
Burton says, "It is unv/ise to tear dov/n unless there are
available better methods to suggest. To say that a procedure
is v/rong v/ithout offering a better one is to add discourage-
ment to bad practice." ^
Of course the type of visitation described above has no
place in our schools today and should rapidly disappear. It
is defeating the primary purpose of supervision which is the
improvement of the conditions under v/hich the pupils learn.
Surely to bring this about there must be created by the prin-
cipal a friendly atmosphere of encouragement and co-operation.
He should keep the following points in mind:
1. Judge the teaching and not the teacher.
2. Be diagnostic and remedial.
3. Be helpful as against too scientific.
4. Be analytical of the recitation*
5. Be objective and impersonal.
6. Stimulate personal growth.
7. Turn failure into success.
8. Have a definite purpose when visiting.
9. Have a definite picture in your mind of what good
,
teaching is and be sure the teacher is familiar
with that Same picture.
10, Never tear dov/n without building up.
4. Barr & Biirton, "Supervision of Instruction." p.l67. Apple-
ton 1926.
t.
5It is of interest to note how the junior high princi-
pals of the State answer the question, "V/hat is your pur-
pose in visiting?" ^ The results and observations on this
question are given in the questionnaire results on pages
48 and 59.
5. Questionnaire on Supervision of Instruction prepared by
Committee on Research of Massachusetts Junior High School
t' Principals' Association. (Writer chairman of committee)©
Questionnaire sent out by Massachusetts State Department
of Education, Janu^sry 1929.

6II. Necessity for Planning for Visitation
We shall briefly describe a procedure of visitation
which is operating in our school. We shall call it the
co-operative plan .
In the first place the teachers are not conscious
that there is a formal plan at all. To set up any machin-
ery that so\inds like formal visitations, scores, checks and
conferences is to kill the spirit of supervision which aft-
er all is to help the teacher and not to rate her. Someone / %f ^s^-^^^mv)
has said that the difference between the idea of helping
and rating may be likened to the difference between going
to the doctor to improve one's health and in going to him
in order to pass an examination for life insurance. In the
former case we are candid, anxious to tell our v/eaknesses;
—
-4^n the latter case we are cautious, anxious to hide our
weaknesses. When teachers come to see that the supervision
procedure is not deadening and inspectional but inspiration-
al and co-operative there will be created a constructive
force for professional group spirit which should be produc-
tive of good results. Cubberley says: "The less supervision
seems to be inspection and checking up, the more will teach-
ers be encouraged to do their best and the better will be
the spirit prevailing throughout the school. The principal
who can make his visits welcome, who encounters good will
as he goes from room to room, and who because of this sees
the best his teachers can do and draws from them their best
work and ideas, has an asset of great value that he ought
1 t
7to strive to keep."
This co-operative plan of supervision centers around
the group meeting. Visitation is planned as an outgrowth
of the group meetings. The principal becomes a worker with
the teacher in aiming to execute in the classroom plans
made at these meetings. The features of the plan are as
follov/s
:
!• Group meetings of teachers of similar subjects.
The principal shares with his teachers his ideas for help-
ing them. Teachers present their problems for discussion.
Contributions are made telling of devices and schemes used
by certain ones for motivating and vitalizing the teaching
of the lesson. The needs of the teachers with reference
to equipment, materials, texts, etc. are made knov/n.
2. Out of these discussions definite types of work are
proposed. The teachers agree to give them a trial in the
classroom, to watch results and report to the group at an-
other meeting. Methods of technique, scores, etc. are re-
viewed and discussed.
3. The principal asks if he can help by visiting the
classes of these teachers. He suggests that the teachers
invite him to visit at a time when they expect to work out
the problems with the pupils. With the schedule cards in
his possession at the meeting he suggests possible periods.
It is arranged that the teachers will call him. Thus we
obtain a policy of "visi tation-on-call " as well as a "vis-
Itation-on-schedule.
"
6. Cubberley, E.P. "The Principal and His School," p. 440.
Houghton Mifflin Company 1923.

84. The teachers have the feeling that the principal
is trying to assist in the v/orking out of their difficul-
ties and methods. They are not antagonistic; they are
^
receptive and look forward to the visit as from a friend
who understands. Burton tells of a large city that aban-
doned the scheduled visitation for a system whereby the
supervisor would visit only at the call of the teachers.
Instead of the supervisors having nothing to do as v/as
thought might be the case, they were overwhelmed with work.
5« It is pointed out at the meetings that it would be
of value to observe a different group dealing v/ith the
same problem. This led to a plan whereby the more exper-
ienced teachers would receive visits from the younger teach-
ers during their spare periods. Thus intravisitation takes
place in a natural and happy manner. Mimeographed plans
for each group meeting are sent to each teacher stating the
points to be considered and sijmimaries of results already
obtained.
6. The above procedure involves a type of supervisory
plans extending over a period of four or five weeks in any
one subject. An opportunity is given to conceni:rate upon
a single subject of instruction so that there may result a
definite improvement In that subject. It is not wise to
attempt too much at once. We have found it better to deal
separately with some phase of the teaching process such as
classroom management; then some topic of technique, etc.
7. Barr & Burton, "The Supervision of Instruction," p,144.
t.
r
9For this year we have planned group meetings with inten-
sive follov;-up in the department of English, Social Stud-
ies, and the Commercial Branches.
On the next page is given a sample of a supervisory
program for English Group Meetings. It should be remem-
bered that classroom visitation follows the group meet-
ings. As noted above the princip.'^l makes known to the
teachers at the group meetings the definite objectives
of the visitation periods.
t
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ENGLISH SUPERVISION PROGRAM
Planned by the Month
(16 teochers of English involved)
Month
' Subject ;
The value of making a survey of common mis-
i
i takes in English as made by pupils.
Objectives t
1. How shall such a survey be made?
of
November
a. by teacher alone?
b. as class project?
2. Presentation of plans or means for cre-
ating proper habits in use of correct
forms
•
3. Can the tide of slang expressions be
stemmed? Is it of value?
4. V/hat should be our attitude as English
teachers regarding statement of some
college professors of English that "It
i_s me" is nov/ an accepted English form;
and that popular usage determines cor-
cect form?
5. V/hat shall be our attitude when pupils
inform us that " ain'
t
" and other here-
tofore taboo form.s are found in the dic-
tionary?
• o
11
Month
of
December
Subject ;
Motivation
Objectives ;
1. Material to be organized in terms of
the learner rather than in terms of
the subject itself.
2. To what extent should "slogans,"
"games," "posters," "dramatizations,"
"pupil-teacher" and other devices be
used in the classroom?
3. Other means of motivation:
a. visual: moving pictures, ster-
eopticon, stereoscope
b. problem-solving
c. debates, oral reports, obser-
vation, radio
4. Teachers v/ill relate devices they are
now using,
5. What value may there be in several
teachers correcting the same compo-
sitions?
5-
r
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Month
of
January
Sub j e c 1 1
Writing and spelling as factors in
English procedure
Objectives
;
1. Should writing be formalized?
a. separate period, or empha-
sized in all written v/ork?
b. neatness, readability, leg-
ibility rather than grace
and beauty of lines (expert
penmanship)?
c. handwriting to be empha-
sized by teachers of all
Subjects
.
d. papers not to be accepted
unless readable.
2. Spelling lessons to be taken only
in conjunction v/ith written com-
position.
a. rainim"um list of v/ords used
and misspelled by pupils or
vocabulary building
3. Pronunciation and v/ord analysis
through spelling.
4. The measurement of spelling and
handwriting
.
a. AyPQs Scale 8
8. "How to Measure," Wilson & Hoke, pp. 5-57 The MacMillan
Company, 1922.
I
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Subject ;
The Course of Study in English
Objectives
;
1. Does it need revision?
a. In v/hat Darticulars?
2. The importance of classroom teachers as well
Month as experts in constructing any course of study.
3. Does it encourage initiative and resourceful-
ness and inspire to best thinking?
I
4. Is the material too easy or too difficult for
! the grades for which it is intended?
I
5. Are there concrete examples of how certain
Of i type lessons should be developed?
i
! 6. Does the teacher ffnd the material of suffi-
i
I
cient value to make daily use of it?
I
7. What courses of study should contain:
I
i a. an introductory statement covering the gen-
! eral aims and content of the subject
i
I b. objectives, general, grade, subject
February c. a teaching outline organized on the unit
basis giving:
1. specific objectives
2. content
3. method
4. materials
5. standards of attainment
d. teaching aids such as type lessons, diag-
nostic and remedial measures, supplemen-
tary ready information for teachers and
pupils, educational tests, etc.^*-^
9. Second Yearbook of the Dept. of Superintendence, "The Elemen-
tary School Curriculum," N.E.A. February 1924, p'. 120.
10. The Supervision of Instruction, Barr & Burton, p. 226. D.Apple-
ton & Co. 1926,
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REPORT OP GROUP MEETING FOR NOVEMBER
(listed above)
Sub.lect ;
The value of making a survey of common mistakes in
English as made by pupils.
Decisions ; (made by teachers themselves)
!• Such a survey would be profitable
2. Each teacher of English is to keep a list of pu-
pils' errors as they make them in the classroom. After a
period of a month these lists are to be sent to chairman
of committee. This committee will construct a master list
from the separate lists submitted.
3. Five (5) errors from this master list are to be
placed in their corrected forms on the blackboard of each
room in the building. They will remain on the boards for
a month. They are then changed for five others.
4. The five errors are shown in their proper forms on
the moving picture screen each week at assembly.
5. Teachers of all classes, as well as English classes,
are requested to concentrate upon these forms for the per-
iod of time designated.
6. Schemes and devices were suggested for checking
errors. The following is example:
A "BETTER ENGLISH" PROGRAM
At the beginning we have it understood that this cam-
paign is to be a sort of game in v/hich all corrections are
made for help and not with any spirit of "getting even."

15
The rules are as follows: Any child fo\md guilty of
making a grammatical mistake, regardless of time and place
(and this includes Saturday at the moving picture shov;) is
reported in class. The mistake is given, also, the place
and time of the mistake. The chairman of Better English
(elected by the class) asks for "Witnesses?"
Before a mistake can be counted against a pupil, there
must be at least tm^o members of the class who have actually
heard the mistake. The mistake is entered as a mark against
the pupil making the error. \Vhen the latter has two marks
he is obliged to report to the Better Speech Committee where
he has to make a speech on what was wrong and why.
When five marks have accumulated the pupil makes such
a speech before the teacher. Ten marks entered against the
child take him before another English class and last but far
from the least punishment fifteen marks carry him before the
principal. He makes a speech in the presence of the princi-
pal giving the correct form and the reason for using it.
That this has been of benefit I feel sure because there
has been a quickening of the pupils' perception of mistakes
and also a keener desire to correct their ovm speech.
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GENERAL MEETING
(For all teachers)
Month
of
September
Subject ;
The lesson assignment
Objectives r
1. To produce good balance betv/een the
time spent upon the previous assign-
ment and the assignment of new mater-
ial
2. To use the time wisely in the inter-
ests of directed study
a. guide in methods of study
b. the directed preparation of
lessons vs. the undirected
preparation
c. recitations and lesson hear-
ing vs. co*6perative learning
3. To prevent home assignments from con-
flicting so that pupils viill not have
unusually heavy assignments on the
same day.
1
17
Month
of
October
II
Subject !
Classroom Management
Ob j ectives
;
1. To point out the importance of proper phy-
sical conditions as light
,
temperature, ven-
tilation
2. To indicate bearing of routine matters upoh
classroom instruction
3. The appearance of the classroom as an aid
to teaching
4. To show the probable relation betv/een disci-
pline and poor teaching
a. prepar&tion for each lesson
b. pupils kept busy in worthwhile activity?
c. self-control and self-direction
5. Qualities desirable in teachers: 11
a. Self-control : the ability to maintain
a well-balanced poise
b. Tact ! the ability to handle all sorts
and conditions of people with skill
f..nd discernment
c. Decisiveness ; the ability to make a
decision promptly and stick to it
d. Enthusiasm ; an invaluable tonic for
both teacher and pupils
e. Resourcefulness
;
the ability to turn
an unexpected situation to good use
f. Sympathy : the ability to understand
and appreciate the point of view of
another person
g. Fair-mindedness : the ability to think
impersonally ano to act justly
ll. "Adminis^-.ration and Supervision of the High School "-Johnson,
p,549, Ginn & Co, 1925.
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Having created a proper atmosphere, visitation by the
principal v/ill not only he expected, but required. Indeed,
teachers v/ill feel that he is not co-operating and that he
lacks interest in the things they have been talking about
in the group meetings unless he gets into the classrooms to
see hov; they are v/orking out. It is, therefore, necessary
to plan the visits.
If there is virtue in requiring a teacher to keep a
Plan Book, might it not be of value for a principal to keep
a Plan Book for classroom visitations? Is it not true that
we accomplish more definite results in any undertaking if v/e
set about consciously to make arrangements for the success-
ful pursuance of the objective? Without a definite plan of
visitation a principal is likely to find himself dropping in-
to a classroom v/henever he has a little spare time. The
classroom visited may also be the one nearest the place he
happens to be at the time. Purposeful planning causes him
to start out with a definite destination in mind and a defi-
nite objective for the visit.
An investigation in 1927 showed that 95^ of the princi-
pals in the State plan their work in advance; only b2%, hov;-
ever, plan in a plan book. The planning is done as follows:
55% a v/eek in advance; 40% a month in advance; and Z9%> a year
in advance.
12. Dissertation, F.P.Hawkes, "Relieving the Principal of Ad-
ministrative Detail," 1927, Boston University.
4
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This planning covers the entire list of the princi-
pal's duties. The same investigation showed that the av-
erage time spent on Supervision of Instruction by the Prin-
cipals of Massachusetts was 20%,
The following is a suggestive schedule:
School Session 8:30 - 1:45. Five 50 minute periods
Recess 15 minutes. Three lunch shifts, 28 min.each.
8:15--8:30 Tour of building
8:30--9:00 In office; interviews; correspondence
9:00—10:20 Supervision
10:20—11:00 Supervision of Physical Drill and Recess
11:00--12:00 Supervision
12:00—12:30 Lunch Period
12:30— 1:15 Supervision
1:15— 1:45 Office; interviev/s;details
This schedule should be changed periodically, perhaps
weekly, to permit of visitation at times other than those
indicated. There will be interruptions, of course, but
with a definite budgeting of time more actual supervision
will be done. One would be ashamed to admit that he had
not adhered to a schedule for a week. It would be a source
of annoyance to knov/ that one had not attained the goal set.
Experience teaches, however, that this very annoyance pushes
one nearer the goal.
With the time planned the next analysis by the princi-
pal should be of the subjects v/hich he wishes to visit so
that he v/ill nisit not just teachers, but the teachers of a
fi
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certain subject. For some reasion Arithmetic seems to be
the most popular subject visited. Some rarely get beyond
that one subject. Other lines of endeavor are the inves-
tigation of the types of homework assigned, or of the
teachers' plans, and their effect on instruction. With the
selection of one subject, the principal plans out for one
week the classes he intends to visit, and then each day
records bis accomplishment in his plan book. Teachers need
not be informed when he is coming, for he is welcome at all
times. He hss prepared them for his coming by the group
meetings and discussions previously mentioned.
0'
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III. The Technique of Visitation
As was stated above, the visitation of the principal
to the classrooms is a natural consequence or outgrowth of
the machinery set in motion at the group meetings. It is
understood that the principal will visit. He may visit on
schedule or on cjll. By "schedule" is meant that he follows
a plan of visitation which may or may not be previously an-
nounced. "By call" is meant that he is invited or requested
to visit. If the principal and teachers are working out to-
gether certain alms and policies which they have co-operative-
ly undertaken there should be as many "on call" visits as "on
schedule"; for as Foster says, the principal should visit "to
see how it v;orks rather than that it l£ worked."
The amount of time that a principal should devote to
the supervision of instruction is a difficult matter to de-
termine. There are those who suggest that two-thirds of his
day should be spent in instructional supervision. From ex-
perience I am convinced that such proportion regularly is
excessive. There is such a thing as social supervision which
is Important if not quite as Important as instructional super-
vision. The atmosphere of a school is largely what the prin-
cipal makes it. Time and thought are necessary to make it
successful. I think Burton expresses v/ell the time element
in instructional supervision when he says: "The number of
visits will be determined by the nature of the particular pro-
gram of supervision, and by the individual differences mani-
fested by teachers. Some programs of supervision will require
T^. Foster,H.H. , "High School Administration," p. 265. The Cen-
tury Co. 1928.
4
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much visiting, others less. This matter will have to be de-
termined by the individual supervisor in terms of his specif-
ic problems."
We feel that the principal v/ho visits one or tv70 classes
daily for the entire period is giving a fair proportion of
his time to this important duty. A questionnaire sent to the
junior high principals of Massachusetts revealed the follow-
ing:
1. The average number of visits made per principal per
week that will average ^ period or more each is about tv/o»
2. The average number of visits made per principal per
week that will average less than ^ period is seven#
This VvTOuld seem to indicate that more time should be
given to supervision of instruction.
The length of visits should when possible be for the en-
tire period or at least long enough to witness the lesson as
a v;hole. Brief, hurried visits have a place but only for
inspection , not for supervision . Such short visits may be
especially necessary at the beginning of a new school year
or in cases v/here a substitute or inexperienced teacher is
engaged. The principal may want to drop in to see special
things that can be quickly observed,—as health conditions,
the atmosphere of the work, etc. These visits, hov/ever,
should be classified as inspectional and not instructional.
They should not characterize the regular type of visitation.
The length of the visit may also be determined somewhat by
14,~' Questionnaire on Supervision of Instruction prepared by
Research Committee of Massachusetts Jimior High School Prin-
cipals' Association, January 1929.
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the expertness of the supervisor. The length of visit is
not affected by the size of the school. It is not true that
the principal of a large school can visit less than the
principal of a small school. (See Questionnaire and Ohser-
vations, pages . on ClasBroom Visitation by Teachers; also
Questionnaires and Observations, pages ^ on Agencies by
which Supervision is Done. This shows that the principals
of the larger schools visit more than the principals of the
smaller schools. This is also true of department heads and
special supervisors.)
Pupils and teachers should be expected to go on with
their work when the principal steps into the room. He should
attempt to be as inconspicuous as possible, sitting at rear
of room and leaving quietly if he cannot remain the entire
period. Note-taking is taboo by many writers as it is very
likely to be disconcerting to the teacher. They suggest
that the principf9l make an analytical summary as soon after
the visit as possible. 'Ve feel, however, that if the prin-
cipal hss properly prepared the way for the visitation
through group meetings as suggested above, his teachers will
welcome his taking notes in class if these notes are later
available to them or if they are to get the benefit of them
at a conference later. (See Questionnaire and Observations,
pages
^
on Classroom Visitation by Principal).
The conference is as important as the visitation Itself,
and should be considered a part of the Visitation program.
It is important that concrete illustrations and actual state-
ments made in the classroom shall be available v/hen teacher
4
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and principal sit dovm together to discuss in a friendly man
ner the points of strength and weakness of the recitation
and mutually agree upon helps and suggestions for improve-
ment.
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The following form is suggested as a guide to "be used in visita
tion:
CLi\S3R00M VISITATION GUIDE
Teacher Grade Subject
Date Time Length of Visit
I. Physical Conditions: Light
of room
Temperature Appearance
II. Type of Lesson: study, question and answer, socialized, problem
project, appreciation, testing, drill, review, dramatization.
III. Analysis of Lesson:
1. Organization and Presentation of Subject Matter
(a) lesson plan evident (b) use of new material, old material.
(c) proper sequence (d) within experience of pupils
(e) elicits discussion (f) economy of time, waste of time.
2. Use of Tools :
reTerences, pictures, maps, blackboards, charts, collections,
o. Use of Devices:
Games']^ debc tes
,
projects, problems, division irto groups,
thought-provoking questions, seat-work, bright pupils- aid-
ing slow pupils, class organization: president, secretary
4. Aim
Clearly thought out, departed from, lacking, realized.
5. Divisions of Period :
(al ^Tme spent upon the assignment?
(b) time spent upon the assignment of new material?
when made? careful, hurried.
(c) time spent on directed work or study on new material?
6. The Pupils ;
Interest and initiative manifest, teamv/ork, show respect,
formation of good hrsbits, use of good English insisted up-
on, can apply what they are learning.
7. The Teacher:
enthusiasm, good voice, sympathetic and tactful attitude
toward pupils, use of good English, good personal appear-
ance, too much talking, discipline: satisfactory, unsatis-
factory, orders, suggests, sarcastic, self-control.
IV. Points of Strength:
V. Points of Weakness:
VI . Remarks
:
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The points in the above form could be underscored either
during the visit or directly following the visit. It could
then be used as a record of the visit. Of course a copy of
this form has been given to the teachers so that they may
know what matters the principal is Interested in observing.
It should be borne in mind that the form above is not in any
sense a device for rating the teacher . It is designed as a
help to both principal and teacher. It helps the principal
in setting before him definite and concrete points to look
for and it aids the teacher in apprising her of matters
which the principal has in mind when visiting. It is there-
fore used by both teacher and principal as a means of improv-
ing instruction. The teachers and principal have previously
discussed methods of teaching in group and general meetings.
The teacher knov/s the principal is looking for the effect
on the pupils, not for an opportunity to criticise her. Her
reaction is to reveal her problems to the principal and ask
for help.
The following is a briefer form for recording visit:
Date Teacher Grade
School Time Length of visit
1. Kind of work observed:
2. Good points:
3. Suggestions*
Experience teaches that too many things should not be looked
for as they are apt to be superficially treated. It is better
f
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to see everything about something rather than something about
everything. Concrete cases rather than generalizations are
always more helpful v/hen going over with the teacher the spe-
cial points of the visit. Hence the importance of noting a
few specific incidents in the lesson.
i
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RECITATION CHART
Room Teacher Division Subject
No. in class Date 19
M
By the following chart, you will observe that tl^e number of
pupils called on is indicated by a check mark, thus v; a pupil who
made 5 recitation of two or three sentences is indicated by a cross,
or plus sign, thus (x) (f)
This is left for your consideration. Let's talk it over at some
future time.
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RECITATION CHART
The chart on the preceding page concerns itself with
two important items,— the nijmber of pupils called on and
the extent to which each pupil contributes to the recita-
tion. This hits at the heart of pupil participation in a
recitation. Too frequently the same pupils are the only
ones heard from in a given lesson period. Reports of this
nature should aid the teacher in bringing out the less ac-
tive members
o
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RECITATION REPORT
GRADE TEACHER DATE
1. No. of pupils in class appearing
to be interested indifferent ILLUSTRATIONS
energetic lazy
independent dependent
2. Responses of pupils: No, giving
(a) fluent topical recitations
(b) v;ord or phrase responses
(c) sentence responses
(d) incoherent responses
(e) failing to answer
3. No. of pupils in section
not reciting reciting once. ... twice. ..
.
three times more than three times.....
4. No. pupils in room but not in reciting
section
No. industrious indolent
minding their own business
interfering with others...
5. No. of pupils asking
pertinent questions of fact
relevant thought-provoking questions
6. Time lost ( check v under yes and no) No.
Yes No Min. ILLUSTRATIONS
(a) Calling class
(b) Dismissing class
(c) Distributing materials
(d) Indistinct speech of teacher
(e) Indistinct speech of pupils
(f) Unnecessary talking of teacher
(g) Unnecessary talking of pupils
(h) Failure to have devices ready...
(1) Use of ill adapted devices
I4
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Stenographic Report of Lesson in English, Grade 8
In my ovm school
lo Kind of School :
Junior High School of over 1500 pupils.
2. Teacher :
High School and Normal School graduate. Ten years of teach-
ing experience, --seven in grades and three in junior high school.
Woman of refinement and capable of stimulating pupils to their best
efforts. Very systematic; good organizer, and controls easily* Seems
to get much out of the children with little effort. Pupils respect
her and enjoy the time they spend in her classes.
3. Learning Conditions
;
Bright, sunny room about 11:00 A.M. Temperature and lighting
favorable. Attractive slogans and forms on the boards. Room very
neat and clean. The general tone of the room was conducive to atten-
tion and interest in the work at hand.
4. Class Activity:
A review lesson on "The Man Without A Country." Question and
answer method employed, but thought provoking questions much in evi-
dence. Recitation generally participated in by all.
5. Pupils :
About 37 pupils in the section. Two are one year below the
normal age for grade; nineteen are of normal age for grade; ten are
one year above normal age for grade; and seven are tv/o years above
the normal age for grade. Of these seven, four were retarded, coming
from other countries, or because of illness were retained in various
grades one or more years. One fifteen year old pupil considered be-
low average.
6. Previous work and day ' s assignment ;
Time: The total time spent upon this story previously was two
full periods of 50 minutes each.
Method: Read in class and discussed as read; no questions or topics
previously assigned.
The assignment for the day was in the form of questions
testing the pupils' general knowledge of the story,
—
1. What was Edward Everett Hale's purpose in writing
the story, "The Man Without A Country?"
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2. Is the narrative true?
3. V/hy, when it first appeared, did so many people believe it
to "be real?
4. '."Then did Philip Nolan first realize that he v/as a man with-
out a country?
5. Find three incidents in the story which show that Nolan
learned to love the United States.
The interest and response shown by pupils indicated that assignment
was well done.
7. Materials used ;
ETterature and Living by Lyman and Hill { Scribner ' s ) , black-
board, paper, pencils.
8. The Lesson :
THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY
( Wednesday , period 5, November 21, 1928 )
Teacher: "Frances, will you close the door, please?" (Frances does
so.) "Will you place on the tops of your desks the "LITER-
ATURE AND LIVING" books?" A boy got up and started to
talk. The teacher, in nice voice: "I haven't asked you to
recite yet We have just finished reading "THE I.'AN WITH-
OUT A COUNTRY" for pleasure. To appreciate it more fully,
let us make a study of it. We will give our attention first
to the reading problems on the board '?/hat was Edward
Everett Hale's pm^pose in writing the story "THE MAN WITH-
OUT A COUNTRY?". ' . . .Marion Strong?"
Marion: "Edward Everett Hale's purpose in writing "THE MAN WITHOUT
A COUNTRY" was to arouse patriotism among the people."
Teacher: "Something must have been wrong in the country if it was
necessary to arouse patriotism. What do you think v/as the
trouble, Joseph?"
Joseph: "The people in the country di(3 not have patriotism among
the men."
Teacher: "Who can enlarge on that fact?"
Pupil: "They were not very patriotic."
Teacher: "That is another way of expressing it. Gordon?"
Gordon: "At the time when he wrote the story there was a national
kris."
Teacher: "There was a national what?"
^\
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Gordon: "Kris."
Teacher: "I wonder if anybody can tell us what word Gordon is trying to
pronounce. . . .John?"
John: "Krisis."
Teacher: "Make it a long 'I'."
John: "Crisis."
Teacher: "Will you say it so everybody can hear?" (John does so.) "Gor-
don tells us there was a national crisis at the time. V/hat was
it?"
Pupil: "There was a war started betv/een England and America."
Teacher: "True. V/e called that war what?"
Pupil: "The War of 1812."
Teacher: "The 'Var of 1812. Nov; we have our reason for the v/riting of the
narrative. Our next question is: 'Is the narrative true?' "
John: "No, the narrative is not true."
Teacher: "Our next question is: '\7hy, then, when it first appeared, did
so many people believe it to be real? '... .Daniel?"
Daniel: "The incidents of the story could have happened."
Teacher: "We all agree with you, I think. The next question: 'V/hen did
Philip Nolan first realize that he was a man without a country?'
Think through the story John DeCoste?"
John: "V/hen he ras reading the story which the midshipman gave him."
Teacher: "Was that a story, John?"
John: "Yes."
Another
Pupil: "When he was reading a piece of poetry which Scott v/rote."
Teacher: "W^o can repeat enough lines of this poem to show us what it was
that made him realize that he v/as a man without a country?....
Gladys?"
Gladys: "Breathes there the man with soul so dead,
V/ho never to himself hath said -
This is ray ov;n, my native landl"
Teacher: "Yes. And right here we see for the first time that Philip Nolan
realizes that he is a man without a country. Our last problem
for today was: 'Find three incidents in the story which shov/ that
Nolan learned to love the United States.' You may give us one,
William.
"
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William floundered around a bit, in fact, quite a bit. His voice could
not be heard by the writer. The teacher called on Gordon.
Gordon: "One of the three incidents in the story which showed that Philip
Nolan loved the United States was v/here he told the yo\mg midship-
man that he should always love his home, his country, and his fel-
low-m.en.
"
Teacher: "Yes. 7/ho can give us another incident? .. .Dorothy McKay, we would
like to hear from you."
Dorothy: "When he volimteered to go and speak Portuguese to the captain."
Teacher: "And we ssy that he volunteered to act there as what? Hands?"
Pupil: "He volunteered to be an interpreter."
Teacher: "Will you turn to the story "A MAN ',7ITH0UT A COUNTRY" - page 368.
Can you give any reasons for Nolan* s becoming so intensely inter-
ested in the young midshipman? By the way, v/ho is a midshipman?
Douglas?"
Douglas: "A midshipman is a young man learning to be an officer."
Teacher: "\'Jhat kind of officer, Douglas?"
Douglas: "Sea captain in the navy#"
Teacher: "True. Let us go back to our question nov/ that we understand the
word midshipman , Vi/hy do you think Nolan was so intensely inter-
ested"Tn~TBTs~young man?"
Pupil: "I think Philip Nolan was intensely interested in this young man
because this man had a country and had folks at home."
Teacher: "I do not think that was the main reason for his interest
Ethel Russell?"
Ethel: "Y^/hen Philip Nolan told the young midshipman to dream of his
country and think of his home."
Teacher: "You haven't answered our question Harry Mullin?"
Harry: "He was afraid that if the young man did anything against his
country that the same fate would befall him."
Teacher: "Very well expressed. Let us see what different things he told
the young man to do. First, he told him to be sure to what? You
will find your answers in the book. .. .Victoria.
"
Victoria : "The first thing is to never dream a dream but of serving his
country.
"
Teacher: "I agree With you that Philip Nolan did tell the young midship-
man this, but it was not the first thing he tolc him."
Pupil: "V/hen Philip Nolan went as an interpreter to the Portuguese ship
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all the negroes cried and v/alled when he told them that they were
going to another port, and later he told the midshipman that that
was what it was to be without a family, a home, and a country, and
if anybody puts a bar between you and your country pray God to
take you away.
"
Teacher: "Surely, that is part of his interest in the young midshipman.
Somebody else?"
Pupil: "He told him that the first thing to do was to stick by his coun-
try as he would his own mother."
Teacher: "He did tell him that. Have you another idea to add to that?....
John Nicosia?"
John: "He told him to pray God to bless his flag."
Teacher: "I agree with you. Forget the story for the present. All your
interests center about you» ? Clinton Williams?"
Clinton: "Your interests center about yo\ir home."
Teacher: "True, ^e told the young man never to forget his home. He did,
however, tell him to forget something, and v;hat was that some-
thing, William?"
William: "He told him to forget that he had a self."
Teacher: "If you forget that you have a self, you are developing in your-
self what
,
Otis?"
Otis: "You are developing thoughts of other people than yourself."
Teacher: "Well expressed. I can say it in one word* ... .Gladys?"
Gladys: "Unselfishness."
Teacher: "Unselfishness. Philip Nolan then tells the young man that no
matter where he goes or what he does, he should alvi'ays .. .what?
William?"
William: "He should always think of his home."
Teacher: "True. After his home comes his what ? Francis Quill?"
Francis: "His country."
Teacher: "True. All right. If you are unselfish, if you think mostly
about your home, and furthermore, if you think too of your co\an-
yo^ are developing in yourself what
, Daniel?"
Daniel: "You are developing good citizenship."
Teacher: "Right. Let us go back to the purpose for which this story v;as
written. Tell us ago in, what was it, Frances?"
Frances: "This story was written to arouse patriotism in the people."
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Teacher: "What is the difference between patriotism and good citizenship?"
Pupil: "There is no difference."
Teacher: "There is not much difference, true. If you are a good citizen
you wil] have in you patriotism Of all the incidents which
happened in the story, which one do you think showed that Philip
Nolan fairly burned with this patriotism v/i thin? . .Yes?
"
Pupil: "I think the incid^-nt in the story which showed that Philip Nolan
burned with patriotism was when he told the young man to stick
by his country and to love his home."
Teacher: "I could pick out a single sentence which would express your
thought. Will you take up your books? Look for one sentence
which shows clearly that Philip Nolan really did burn with patri-
otism from within. .We are seeing the same hands. Surely, every-
body has a thought? All right?" (Nods to pupil.)
Pupil: "V/hen Philip Nolan was on his death bed he asked this man to get
the nev/s of America and that was when it was burning within him."
Teacher: "It showed he had a keen interest in America, I v;ill admit....
Louise?
"
Louise: "The sentence which showed that he was burning with patriotism
from within was when he said to the midshipman 'although the
service may carry you through a thousand hells stick by your
country, boy. ' "
Teacher: "Well expressed." (Quotes the above sentence again.) "I agree
with Louise that that was very forcefully said. You have read
the story from beginning to end. I think you must have enjoyed
it thoroughly. Do you believe that Philip Nolan fully realized
what he said when he uttered these terrible words, William?"
William: "No, he v/as brought up in the West and he never heard of a coun-
try before. When they asked if he liked it he swore."
Teacher: "Esren though he were brought up in the west, I don't think that
would have anything to do with lessening his Patriotism, for
the west, William, is a part of our country. " l^/hat do you thinlf?"
(Nods to pupil
.
)
Pupil: "He didn't realize at first when he was in court, but afterwards
he did." '
Teacher: "Can you back your statement that he did not fully realize at
first what he was saying by something in the story itself? How
did Nolan feel when he said that?"
Pupil: "He felt as though the country had done him a wrong."
Teacher: "We all didn't hear you."
Pupil repeats.
Teacher: "Possibly. Yet it can be more clearly expressed."
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Another
pupil: "He was so mad he didn't know what he was saying.
Teacher: "Do people get mad, Daniel?"
Daniel: "Yes'm (Thinks) No, they don't."
Teacher: "I am glad that you corrected your statement yourself. There is
the key or answer to our question. William Nolan was so vexed
and angry at the time he spoke that he did not fully realize what
he was saying. This is also true with us. Sometimes we make a
hasty remark for which we are sorry for days afterv;ard. For how
long was V/illiam, or Philip Nolan sorry for his hasty ansv/er?"
Pupil: "Philip Nolan was sorry for the rest of his life for what he said
about the United States."
Teacher: "Do you think that he was sufficiently punished, Victoria?"
Victoria : "Yes, he was more than sufficiently punished."
'•'•'eacher: "How many pupils agree?" (Hands are raised.) "Very v/ell. Here
is your assignment for tomorrow. Imagine that you are the cap-
tain on the ship which carries Philip Nolan. You are to write
to the proper authorities at V/ashington and ask that he be par-
floned. Be sure that you back your statements with good illus-
trations which you will find in the story. We will begin that
work nov/." (Passes out paper.)
Dorothy: "Do we put the Northeastern Junior High School on the top, or
our own address?"
Teacher: "If you are the captain on the ship, how can you use that address
Borothy: "I don't know which to use."
Teacher: "V/ho can help Dorothy out of her difficulty? She says she does
not know what form to use."
Pupil: "Put the name of the ship and where it is."
Teacher: "Right, and how are differences in sea expressed?"
Pupil: "By longtitude and latitude."
Teacher: "Yes. You have in your books a letter which was written at sea.
7/hy not consult it? Use your imagination. Give your ship
any name v/hich appeals to you.... If you are not certain who the
proper authority is, take that as a oroblem for tonight's home-
work. "
Conference and Evaluation of Lesson :
Conference held with"Teacher shortly after the Visitation. V.'e at-
tempted to avoid at the outset being destructive in criticism. "The
analysis of a lesson is of value only as it affects future teaching sit-
uations. The evil effects of mistakes in the lesson should not, in gen-
eral, be dwelt upon. The time might much better be spent upon construct-
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Ive plans for future lessons." The following favorable points v/ere
THcTicated to the teacher:
a* Questions to provoke thought much in evidence.
b. Teacher used excellent English and enunciated perfectly; also
insisted upon good English and good voice among puDils.
c. Pupils held a high degree of respect for the teacher. All were
very attentive. There was no thought of discipline.
d. A fair proportion of class period spent upon next assignment.
This assignment was a natuTal outgrowth of the class work and
took the form of a purposeful project.
Suggestions ;
1. Opportunity for more pupil activity.
2. Possibility of socialized recitation, -free expression of thought.
3. Too much dependence upon teacher's questions.
4. Pupils should be taught to assemble and organize material them-
selves .
5. Consider the advisability of pupils asking questions and naming
topics they would like to look up.
. Suinmary :
The teacher's aim was realized, --namely to cause pupils to
appreciate the story in bringing out lessons of patriotism and citizen'
ship. V/e should say that the concomitants of learning were emphasized
more than the primary outcomes. This seems to be the correct emphasis
in a work of this kind; for after all Ideals and attitudes are the
factors that make impressions lasting.
IL I p i. I
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REPORTS OF VISITS
(Written upon return to office)
January 7, 1929
Grade 8
Mrs. \"/
I visited Mrs. W today (period 5). She was conducting a class
in Arithmetic of grade 8. The subject was "Interest." The pupils seemed
to be eager to learn but were finding it difficult to follow the steps as
developed by the teacher. She seemed to be driving at a speed v/hich they
could not follow. Pupils had had Profit, Loss, and Discount but v/ere not
familiar v/ith the terms "cost," "gain ^," and "gain in dollars and cents."
Some pupils embarrassed by teacher when pressed for answers to oral prob-
lems. Pupils impolite in laughing at mistakes of others. Teaching beyond
the comprehension of the children accounts for the high percentage of
failures in the teacher's marks for the first quarter.
Mrs. V/ is a college graduate, having had no special preparation
in Arithmetic. She has returned to teaching after an absence of ten years.
She formerly taught in high school.
December 18, 1929
Grade 9
Mr. B
Stayed with Mr. B during period 3 today. Period opened v-ith
collection of homework and annoiinceraent of ^ credit for those not getting
papers in on time. Those not passing in papers to report after school.
Asked if that v;as clear. One hand raised but teacher ignored it or did not
see it. The subject was English and the lesson was on subject and predi-
cate of the sentence. Pupils w4nt through the performance rather perfunc-
torily. No Interest in the work manifest. Teacher asked too many questions
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and talked too much. Train pupils to tell the whole story by giving them
a procedure and expecting them to follow it. This will avoid petty ques-
tioning. I suggest that instructor call punils by their first names in-
stead of last names. Mr. B should determine cause of failure to pass
in homework before setting penalty of ^ credit for late work.
December 4, 1928
Grade 9
Miss D
Visited Miss D period 3 today for entire period in ninth grade
English. Heard four oral compositions. Tvi'o r;ere well prepared; other two
were read. Teacher had previously told pupils they might use brief notes.
Criticisms were called for at conclusion of all talks. These pupil criti-
cisms were weak and were not strengthened much by the teacher's additions.
A true-false test then given on grammar; also a dictionary game en-
gaged in. Both of these were hurried performances and shov/ed poor re-
sults. There was a lack of adequate preparation by teacher for lesson.
The next assignment v/as crov/ded into the last two minutes of the period.
At conference teacher criticized her own teaching according to points men-
tioned above. There has been improvement in her classes since.
December 11, 1928
Grade 8
Mr. B
Visited for entire period 3 in Junior Business Training. The subject
matter had to do with bank checks. It was a beginning lesson on this sub-
ject and was developed from the pupils' own experience. The instructor
showed skill in presentation of material. The pupils participated freely
and alv/ays with propriety. There was no tho\ight of discipline as all the
pupils were actively and thoughtfully engaged in the lesson.
I4
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IV. THE CONFERENCE i.FTER THE VISIT
The conference is the time when the teacher is helped.
The aim should be to make the teacher stronger. Fault finding
will leave the teacher weaker and resentful. The attitude of
both persons should be free from personal traits and emotions.
There should be the utmost frankness and impartiality in the
exchange of thought.
If the principal has made preparation for the conference
as he should, he shall have studied the best methods of getting
the teacher to understand the suggestions he has to offer. He
will then proceed to enumerate a few of the points of strength
manifest in the teacher's work. He will not refer to her points
of weakness but will be ready with suggestions which will lead
the teacher to see a better way.
The business of criticising teaching is a delicate one
even though it is understood that the criticism is in the
nature of advice and done in the utmost friendliness, yet the
average teacher is apt to react as does a friend often times
when given a word of advice. This human elemenc is very dis-
concerting, and because of this unpleasant feature the usual
supervisor is prone to delay meeting the teacher in conference.
It is a duty, however, which should be done promptly as both
teacher and pupils are harmed by the continuance of wrong
practices.
One way which should help in avoiding misunderstanding
is tt make the conference as informal as possible. This
can be done by dropping into the teacher's room at a time
when she is free and casually bringing up some point in the
recitation visited to evoke discussion. This procedure
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should indicate the principal's interest and should pave
the v;ay for his offering suggestions as well as hearing
the teacher's explanation for certain methods employed by
her in the classroom. It is quite important to get the
teacher's point of viev;, for it often clears up situations
which might otherwise put her in an unfavorable light.
There is good psychology in talking with her in her own
room as she is apt to be freer than she would be in the
principal's office and would not be so likely to interpret
the visit as a criticism of her work. However, the one
condition for a good conference is freedom to think and to
talk without interruption. The place is not so important,
whether in the classroom or the office. The initiative as
to the time and place of the conference usually rests with
the principal, but interested teachers sometimes cannot wait
and seek to bring about an early discussion. The State
questionnaire shoves that 99.1^ of the principals reporting
have a conference with the teacher, and the most common time
is at the close of school, (See Questionnaire, pages 45- 47)
Another asset for the favorable outcome of a conference
is that the principal should be thoroughly grounded in sound
pedagogy. If such is the case he can build up every time he
tears down. He can then be a true helper as his criticism
is constructive even to the point of suggesting good pro-
cedures to supplant poor ones. The urincipal who knov/s his
ground, is tactful and forward looking in his suggestions,
should experience little difficulty in making conferences
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both agreeable to the teacher and beneficial to the teach-
ing.
Then again the principal should so direct the trend
of the conference that the teacher will analyze her own
teaching. An initial question might be: "V/hat did you
think of the recitation"? or "What would you do different-
ly if you were to teach the same lesson again"? A good
plan is to give to the teacher a copy of the above form,
called Cla ssroom Visitation Guide , and ask her to consider
her ovm procedure in relation to the important points men-
tioned in the outline. Thus she comes to the conference
with some definite estimate of her own efficiency. She
and the supervisor are then in a position to compare notes,
revealing points of strength and v/eakness. There will be
differences, of course, but these will form a basis for
discussion and a natural approach for the supervisor to in-
dicate what are good standards of teaching.
Every conference should leave the teacher v/ith a feel-
ing of added confitience and respect toward the principal.
It should further leave her v/ith her sense of self-respect
unimpaired, and a desire to make tomorrov/ better than today.
ii
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RESULTS CF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OP INSTRUCTION
GROUP 1. (enrollment of 200 and below)
I. AGENCIES BY TOICH SUPERVISICN IS DONE
No. partici-
pating
No, report
ing
Percent
reporting
a. By principal 28 26 95^
b. By bead of department 28 3 11%
c. By special supervisor 28 6 21%
d. By other agency 28
1
11 59%
GROUP 2. (eiirollment of 220 to 500)
a. By principal 40 38 95^
b. By head of department 40 7 18%
c. By special supervisor I 40 19
'
d. By other agency 40 6 15%
GROUP 3. (eiirollment of 505 to 1000)
a. By principal 29 29 100^
b. By head of department 29 9 31% !
c. Bj special supervisor 25 17 58% i
d. By other a^iency 29 1 8 ' 28% 1
GRDUP 4. (eiirollment of ;L007 to 1734 ^
a. By principal 19 19 100^
b. By head of department 1^ 9 47%
c. By special supervisor 19 15 79%
d. By other agency 19 5 26%
GRAND TOTALS sum of groups
)
No, partici-
pating
No. repoi-t
ing
Percent
renorting
a. By principal 1 116 112 97%
b. By head of department ' 116 28 24%
c. By special supervisor 116 ; 57 45^
d. By other agency 116 : 30 26%
-1
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RESULTS OF gaESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OP INSTRUCTION
GROUP 1. (enrollment of 200 and below)
—
II. CLASSROOM VISITATION BY PRINCIPAL
<^
T. 2. 4 5 6 , 7
o
-P
i-* (30
«s c
•
-P
O cd
^ P<
"1
—
o
ft
«>
• iac
o c %
report-
ing
«9
O
o
%
Yes
%
No
a. Is Intention of your visit previously
announced? 28 26 92 .8 2 24 7.7 92.5
b. Number of visits BBaa^teBniw per week
that will average ^ period or more each 28 20
.-
.
21
1.05 per principal
that will average less than ^ period each 28 22
56
2 . f)4
]
per PY incipal
d- Do vou tftlfft notes durinc visit*^ 28 26 92.8 7 19 26.9 75.1
e. If notes are taken are they available to
the teacher concerned? 28 7 25 7 100
f •'-'oes the teacher receive a written com-
ment based on your visit? 28 26 92.8 4 22 15.4 84.6
g. Do you use a ci eck list? 28 "27 96.5 2 25 7.4 92.6
h. Do you use a score card? 28 27
26
96.5 ' 2_ 25^ 7.4 92.6
i. Do you sometimes demonstaate by person-
ally instructing class during your visit? 28 92.8 16 10 61.5 58.5
,1 .
-^0 you have a conference with the teacher? 28 27 96.6 26 1 96.
S
S.7
k. Vl/hen is conference held?
1. directely after school? 28 7 25
2, close of school? 2B 20 71.4
5. next day? 5 17.9
4. other time? 28" ~T1 i 1
a. Is intention of your visit previously
announced? 40 56 90 1 55 2.8 97.2
b. Number of visits -femmimmiaam per week
that will average ^ period or more each 40 50
41.5
1.58 per principal
that will average less than ^ period each 40 29
206.6
7.12 p^pv principal
d. Do you take notes during visit? 40 95 12 26 70.2
e. If notes are taken ar-^ they available to
the teacher concerned? 4fi 1?. 7 5 6B-.5_
65.7
Does the teacher receive a v/rltten com-
ment based on your visit? 40 55 87.5 12 25 54.5
g. Do you use a check list? 40 54 8"5' '
^
6 >8 IV.
6
8^5
n. Do you use a score card? 40 55 62.5 2 ^1 6.1 95".^
1. Do you sometimes demonstrate by person-
ally Instructing class during your visit? 40 56 90 29 7 80.6 19.4
^ Do you have a conff^rence with the teacher? 46 59 97.6 59 ICQ
k, V/hen is conference held?
1. directly after visit? 40 18 46
2. close ox school? 40 24 60
5. next day? iO 5 12.6
4. other time? 40 15 5^.5
."1
j
I
1
>
si. Be". V
21
s
$ • ^6 1,5 IS
ex 3,08 V 62 oe 9£
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RESULTS (DF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
GROUP 3 (enrollment of 505 to 1,000)
t
II. CLASSROOM VISITATION BY PRINCIx^AL
\
No
.partic:
pating
No.
report-
ing. %
report-
ing.
Yes
O %
Yes
%
No
a. Is intention of your visit previously
announced? 29 26 89.7 ; 26 * ?1.00
b. Number of visits pBss^Baaetear per week
that will average ^ period or more each 29 12 1,4 per principal
that will average less than h period each 29 14
59.3
2.8 per principal
d. Bo you take notes during visit? 29— 100 I'd
,
i'
1 41.4 58.6
e. If notes are taken are they available to
the teacher concerned?
29 12 41.4 10 83.3 16.7
f , Does the teacher receive a written com-
ment based on your visit? g9 24 SI 12.
&
87.5
g. Do you use a check list? ?M 9.-^.1 2 25 7.4 92.6
n. •L'o you use a score card? 9.Q 2R 9fi..^ 7i Rfi 10.7 fi9.3
i. Do you sometimes demonstrate by person-
ally instructing class during your visit? 29 2a,
,
96,..'=) 19 fi7.ft .-^2.1
J. Do you have a conference witn the teacher? 29 ino 29 100
k, When is conference held?
1. directly after visit?
-.7 24.1
2, close of school? £Q 69
3. next day? oo -•^ in .7i
4. other time? 29 *i2 41.4 '
GROUP 4 (enrollment of 1007 to 173^
a. Is intention of your visit previously
announced?
19 16 84.3 J 15
J,
6.2
1
93.8
b. Number of visits pmtm^mmaiaatf- per week
that will average ^ period or more each 19 13
47 .7
3.67 per prin.
c* Number of visits ]awB9toBasdhav per week
that will average less than h period each 19 14 18. 14 per prin.
d. Bb you take notes during visit? 19 Its 54.7 4 14 22.2 77/8
e. If notes are taken are they available to
the teacher concerned? 19 4 21.1 3 1 75 26
f. Does the teacher receive a written com-
ment based on your visit? 19 19 100 3 16 15.8 84.2
g. Do you use a check list? Id 18 94.7 16 11.1 ff5."d
n. Do you use a score card? 1§ 15 100 1 18 B.2 54 .S
I*. T3o you sometimes demonstrate by person-
ally instructing class during your visit? 19 18 94.7 15 3 83.3 16.7
||| • Do you have a conference with the teacher? 19" Id 100 Id loo
k. When is conference held?
1. directly after visit? 19 12 63.3
2. close or school? Id 13 68.4
3 . next day? 19 ; 9 47.4
4. other time? ^9 T.4 73.7 1
ii 23^,9
i
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
1
GRi\ND TOTALS (sum of groups )
1-
1
2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
j—
^
!
,
!
Jo fed
1 1
t
1
II.
i
CLASSROOM VISITATION BY PRINCIPAL
•H Ci
-P •Hi
-P;
aJ CO!
{X Pi
•reporl
ing
reporl
ing
yes
o
c
yes
t
o
a. Is Intention of your visit previously
announced? 116 104 93.7 4 100 3.8 96.2 i
b.
that will average ^ period or more each 116 75
127
1.69 p(Br principal j
c* Number of visits ^m^stgmmlmmr per week
that will average less than ^ period ea. 116 79
555.8
7.03 p(sr principal '
d. Do you take notes during visit? 116 111 95.6 35 76 31.5 68.5
e. If notes are taken are they available to
the teacher concerned? 116 35 30.2 27 8 77.2 22.8
f. Does the teacher receive a v;ritten com-
ment based on your visit? 116 104 93.7 22 82 21.2 78.7 \
g. Do you use a check list? 116 106 91.4 IS 11.3 88.7 i
Do you use a score card? 116 107 92.3 8 99 7.6 92.5 ;
1. Do you sometimes demonstrate by person-
ally instructing class during your visit?116 108 93.1 79 29 73.1
'
i
!
26.9
J. Do you have a conference with the teach-
er? 116 114 98.3 113 1 99.1 .88
k. VJhen is conference held?
1. directly after visit? 116 44 37.9
2. close of school? 116 77 66.4 1
3. next day? 116 52 16.9 1
4. other time? 116 46 41.4
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RESULTS OF QUESTIOMAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
GROUP 1. (enrollment of 200 and below)
1. 2. 3.
1
-p
O bO
O tH
i-i
4. 5. 6. 7. 5. 9. 10. 11
III. WnAT il^ YUUn rUKrUor. iJN
VISITING?
(numtier in order of you]
most common practice)
1
•H
O
•H
^ bO
:u C
(X t-i
•
-P
^ Uj
^ Oh No.
report-
ing
First
Choice Second Choice
1
Third
Choice Fourth
1
Choice
^
First
Choice
%
Second Choice
n:i o
Fh -h
H o
E-i O %
Fourth Choice
a. For o"bservation of teach-
ing 28 25 89.3 21 3 1 75 10.7 3.6
t). For observation of dis-
cipline 28 20 71.5 4 12 4 14.3 42.9 L4.3
c. For rating teacher 13 46.4 1 5 7 3.6 :f7.9 25
d. For any other purpose S8 17 60.7 7 3 4 3 26 10.7 : L4.3 10.7^
GROUP 2. (enrollment of 220 to 500^
a. For observation of teach-
ing 39 39 100 35 4 89.8 ] 0.2 1 )
b. For observation of dis-
cipline 39 33 84.6 9 16 6 2 23.1 41 .1 L5.4 5.1
c. For rating teacher 39 19 48.7 2 2 6 9 5.1 5.1 23.1
d. For any other purpose 39 26 66.7 8 6 9 4 20.5 12.8 53.1 10.3
GROUP ;5 . (enrollmpnt of 505 to ],000)
a. For observation of teach-
ing 29 28 96.5 27 1 93.1 3.5
For observation of dls-
b. cipline 29 27 93.1 7 16 4 24.2 55.2 L3.8
c. For rating teacher 29 lb bl.7 3 3 b A. 10.3 10.3 L7.3
d. For any other purpose "29" 16 56.2 7 1 O z 24.2 3.5 L7.3 L0.3
GROUP 4. (enrollraent c f 1007 to 1734)
a. For observation of teach-
ing 19 19 100 18 1 94.7 5.3
b. For observation of dis-
cipline 19 19 100 1 15 3 5.3 78.9 L5.8
c. For rating teacher 19 14 75.7 6 8 -0
—
31. b_^t2.r
d. For any other purpose 19 13 68.4 1 2 8 2 5.3 10.5 i2.r1 1 o ^
GRAND TOTALS ( sum of group s)
"For observation of teach
ing
b. For observation of dis-
ci pline
For rating teacher"
or any other purpose"
115 Lll
115
TTF
99
"7^
96.5
86.1
101_
21 59 17
2^r2
2
87.8
18.3
~5T2-
"2D
—
7.8 .87
51.3 4.8
0_
88
TT ^2.6 I
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RESULTS OP QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
GROUP 1. (enrollment of 200 and below)
1
2. 3. 4.
1
Yes No fo Yes %No 1
i
TV. DO YCU USE GROUP MliETINGS FOR9 SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION? ' 15 11 57.8
1
42.2
V. DO YOU USE FACULTY LiEETINGS FOR
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION? 14 12 53.9 46,1
VI. ARE TEACHERS' MEETINGS PIELD IN
SCHOOL TIME?
a. group rreetings 2 25
P_ , — —
7.4 92.6
i
Td. ffculty meetings 27 ' — 100
GROUP 2, (enrollment of 220 to 500)
IV. DO YOU USE GROUP MEETINGS FOR
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION? 28 11 71.8 28.2
V. DO YOU USE FACT'LTY MEETINGS FOR
SUPERVISION 0^"' INSTRUCTION? 29 8 78.4 21.6
VI. ARE TEAC'IERS' MEETINGS HELD IN
SCHOOL TIME?
a, group meetings 9 25 23.7 65.8
b. faculty meetings 5 32 13.2 84.2
GROUP 3. (enrollment of 505 to 1000)
IV. DO YOU USE G^OUP MEETINGS FOR
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION? 21 8 :
i
72.4 27.6
V. DO YCU USE FACULTY MEETINGS FOR
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION? 18 62.1 37.9
VI. ARE TEACHERS' MEETINGS HELD IN
SCHOOL TIivlF,?
a. group meetings 1. 27 3.5 93.2
b. faculty meetings 2 26 6.9 89.6
GROUP 4. (enrollment of 1007 to 1734)
IV. DC YOU USE GT?CUP MEETINGS FOR
SUPE'^VISION OF INSTRUCTION? 17 2 89.5 10.5
V. DC YOU USE FACULTY ME?]TINGS FOR
SUPERVISION OP INSTRUCTION? 17 2 89.5 10.5
VI. ARE TE;.CnE^S» MEETT^TGS HELD IN
SCHOOL TIME?
a. group meetings 2 16 11.1 88.9
b, faculty meetings | 4 14 22.2 77.8
'M GRAND TOTALS (sum of groups)
'rV. DO YOU USE GROUP MEETINGS FOR
^JJP^'PVISION OF INSTRUCTION? 81 32 71.7 28.3
V. DO YCU USE FACULTY MEETINGS FOR
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION? ' 78 33 70.2 29.8
VI. ARE TEACPiERS' MEETINGS HELD IN
SCHOOL TIME?
a. group meetings 14
!
93 12.5 83.1
b. faculty meetings * 11
;
99 i 9.8 88.4
1
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
GROUP ]L. (enrollment of 200 and belov,')
1-
VII .WHICH OF THP-. FOLLOWING OA
YOQ CLAIM AS EVIDENCES
^ YOUn SuP:inVibiUN?
1. Is.! 3. ! 4. 5- 1 6. 7. R. 9. 10, 11. 12.
['•»—' "n.
a cjtA P
ft
\J No
.
report-
ing
%
report-
ing
.y—
.
1
.
%
First
Choice
%
Second Choice
%
Third
Choice
%
Fourth Choice
%
Fifth
Choice
a
4J 1-
K C
m c: %
Seventh
Choice
%
Eighth Choice
Ninth
Choice
%
Tenth
Choice
a. Improvement of the learn-
ing process 26 13i 50' 19.311. 511.
5
3.8 7.7 3.8
i
'
b. Teaching in same depart-
ment more co'dperative 26 Hi 42,4: 11.5 7.7 3.811.5 3.8 3.8
c. Development oi initiative
and self-reliance on part
of teacher
i
26 17'
1
65.3- 30.8 7.711.5
1 1
!
3.3 3.8
1
1
I
7.7
;
i
!
'
i
d. Wider use of testing and
measurement s 26i 14 53.9 19.3 3.S 3 . S 3.8 3.811.5 7.7I 1
e. Formation of habits of
study and application
among pupils ' 26 17 65.5 19.323.1
! i \
7.7! 7. if 3.8| 3.8 1 1 i
f . Improvement in method and
tecnniqu.f; oi instruction 26 14 53.9 23.1
! [ I
7.711.5 3.8 7.7
!
;
i
g. Decrease in number of
failures 26 15 57.8 19.3 23.111.5 3.8 '
h. Increased interest of both
puoils and teachers 26 21 80.8 26.923.119.3 3.8 3.8 ! 3.8
1
1. Better achievement as evi-
denced by marks 26 13 50 11.5 3.8 7.7 7.7 7.7 3.8 3.8!' 3.8
j. Other evidences 26 2 3.8 3.8
GROUP 2. (enrollment of 220 to 500)
a. Improvement of the learn-
ing process 37 24
1
164.6 27.1
1
LB. 9 5.4! 8.1 5.4
1
! !
"b. Teaching in same depart-
ment more cc5<5perative \ 37 23 62,2 27.1 2.7|10.q 5.4 8.1 2.7
\
2.7! 2.7
1
1
i
i
c. Development of initiative
and self-reliance on part
of teacher
!
1 37
i
' 27 i 73 32.4 2.7 8.l[L0.8 5.4
1
1
1 5.4
?
)
:
5.4
i
i
1
2.i ;
d. Wider use of testing and
measurements 37 : 17 45.9 16.2 ^ 5.4
i
2.7i 2.7 2.7
1
5.4 8.1 2.7
!
e. Formation of habits of
study and application
among Dunils
i
i
37
i
31
i
83.8 '29.7^9.713.5 8.1 ' 2.7 1 '
1
'
fj^J||Improvement in method and
' technique of Instruction 37 28 75.7 40.6 8.110.8 .2.7 8.1 :
—
1
5.4 .
g. Decrease in number of
failures 1 37 i 26 70.3 21.6 U.2 5.4 • 5.410.8 I2.7
i
! 5.4 2.'? '
h. Increased Interest of both
pupils and teachers 37 34 92 35.2 8.113.516.2 • 8.1
i 5.4 5.4
1. Better achievement as evi-
denced by marks 37 62.2 21.6 2.7 8.1 5.4 8.1 2.7 5.^ 8.1
j. Other evidences 37 6 16.2 2.7 2.7 2.^ i 5.4
J
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EESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OP INSTRUCTION
GROUP 5o (enrollment of 505 to lOCO)
VII.V/KICE OF THE FOLLOWING CANf'jj «)! I J. ! «
YOU CLAIM AS EVIDENCES OP K 5 ' ^ ' g \t ^
YOUR SUPERVISION? ;H-p'«Jbd P- o
ft ft. "H; p^ ^ O
1.
! 2.
I
5.
I
4. 3^ 9. 10. 11 12.| 13.
<D 0) l-p Q>';C «^ <u 0)
O 1 ^
a 1
t3 t) © ^ _
C o 'd o Uj o
O .H fn -h'
O Ol-H _ _ .
CO o 6h OipiH oPtnOco o coow o;s; ofn o
feR. ^ ^ ^
|p <V-iOK o > ObOOCqCO
a. Improvement of the learn-
ing Drocess
—
t
26 19i 73.1 26«9'15.4 11.5 7.7! 3.8 3.8 3.8
b. Teaching in same depart-
ment more co*(5perative
c. Development of inlt^'.Etive
and self-reliance on part
of teacher
d. Wider use of testing and
26 181 69.2! 15.4 11. 5^ 3. 815. 4i 7.7 3.811.5
26 2i;80.8 23.1:23.1 3.819.3 7.7 3.8 00
261 9!34.7 7.7 ' 7.7*3.8' 0^ I 3.8l COl.d
, j ! I ^1 !—measurements
e. Formation of habits of
study and application
among pupils
f . Improvement in method and
technique of instruction
g. Decrease in number of
failures
YT, Increased interest of both
pupils and teachers
i. Better achievement as eui-
26:20! 77 26.91 7.7'15.4 7.7: 15
.4| js.id !
26 24'92. 4 34. 6f23.1 15.411,5: 7.7>
I
i
26 15: 57.8 11.5 7.7: 11.5 7.711.5 I 7.7:
26 16j61.5a5.4|ll.5; 7.7j 7.7|L1.& o| \
denced by m.arks
Other evidences
26 16 61.5 11.5'
"56^ 3 11.5 STF^ 0"
7.7 3.8' 7.715.4 3.83.87.7
Tr~c
—
U ! ' 7.7
GROUP 4. (enrollment of 1007 to 1734)
a. Improvement of the learn-
ing process 17 12 70.6 35.3 11.8
r
ii.g5.9 5.9
1 !
b. Teaching in same depart-
ment more co'dperative 17 16 94.1 35.3 5.9 11.
e
11.8 L7.7 5.9 5.9' '
c. Development of initiative
and self-reliance on part
of teacher 17 14 82.4 35.3 11.8 5.9 11.8 5.9 LI.
8
d. Wider use of testing and
measurements 17 5 29.4 5.9 11.8! : .1.8
e. Formation of habits of
study and application
among pupils 17 15 88.2 17.7 23.5
1
'
17.7
1 i
11.8' 5.9 5.9
1
5. 9
r)j%Improvement in method and
' technique of instruction 17 15 88.2 35.3 17.7 5.911.811.8 5.9 :
[
g. i^ecrease in number of
failures 17 10 58.8 17.7 11.8 11.8 is.
9
5.9 is.
9
o\
h. Increased interest of both
teachers and pupils 17 14 82.4 29.4
1
17.7 5.91 5.9^3.5! !
1
i
(
1. Better achievement as evi-
denced by marks 17 8 47.2 11.8 11.8
i
5.9 5.9
!
1
5.95.?
1
)
J. Other evidences 17 4 23.6 5.9 ' '5.9 I 5.?)5.9
Y
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
BOSTON
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION
GRAND TOTALS (sum of groups)
1. 2.! 3. 4. 5.
,
6. 7. 9.10. 11. 12, 13.
vxx • Vviix L<n \Jr i.niii r \JLjij\jiij.i\\j vrvj
YOU CLAIM AS EVIDENCES O:
YOUR SUPERVISION?
No.
partici-
pating
_
1
1
-p
,
o
ft
<Dt£.
o
IS %
Report-
ing
%
First
Choice
%
Second Choice
%
Third
Choice
%
Fourth Choice
^ o
•P -H
<M O
Ti ^
&H O
<D -P <D£ O C O-P OP .H •H;^ -H
X O > O bO O
CO O CO pw O
^ 1^ '%
Ninth
Choice
%
Tenth
Choice
a* Improvement of the learn-
Xli^ UX U ^ o £}
106 . 67 26.4 15.1 9.4 6.6 1.9 .94 • 94
b. Teaching in same depart-
vn f^T) "f" mo "P ^ r* oMti p t* q f" 1 vA 106 681 64 21.7 6.6 7.610.4 4.75.74.7 J 1.9
c» Development of initiative
of tpachpr 106 8277«3 30.2 10.410.411.3 5.72.85.7 .94
d. VJider use of testing and
raeasTirements 106 4542.4 12.5 2.8 3.8 4.7 1.9 .945.7 6.6 2.8 .94
e. Formation of habits of
study and application
among pupils 106
1
8378.3 24.5 21.7 13.4 6.6 3.85.7 .94 1.9
r. Improvement in method and
technique of instruction 106 7974.5 33.9 13.411.3 5.7 4.73.8 1.9
g* Decrease in number of
failures 106 6662.3 17,9 9.4 6.6 9.4 9.42.84.7 1.9
H. Increased interest of both
pupils and teachers 106 8580,2 27.4 14.212.5 9.410.41.91.9 1.9 .94
1. Belter achievement as evi-
denced by marks 106 6056.6 15.1 3.8 3.8 6.6 5.78.51.9 4.7 6.6
; . Other evidences 106 .94 .54 1.9 .94 1.9 5.7
It
4
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPKRVISION OF INSTRUCTION
GROUP 1. (enrollment of 200 and belov/)
VIII. WHICH OF THE FOLLOV/ING
ITEMS DO YOU USE IN THE
GENERAL SUPERVISION OF
INSTRUCTION?
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 1 7. 8. 9. 10.
No.
partici-
pating
No
.
report-
ing
%
report-
ing
%
First
Choice
%
Second Choice
%
Third
Choice
%
Fourth Choice
%
Fifth
Choice
%
Sixth
Choice
%
Seventh
Choice
a. Pupils' marks 28 27 32.2 ^T.9 ^8.6 Y.2 7.2 3.6
b. Personnel records 28 16 57 21.4 10.7 7.2 5.6 14.5
c. School tests 26 17 60.7 10.7 14.3 10.7 21.4 3.6
d. Standard tests 28 22 78.5 28.6 10.7 21.4 3.6 7.2 7.2
e. Special pro.i'ects SS 15 46.4 7.2 5.6 3.6 3.6 5.6 17.9 7.2
f. Reports of teachers S8 26 §2.8 32.2 21.4 10.7 21.4 7.2
g. Special reports to parents 28 16 57 7.2 10.7 10.7 14.3 10.7 3.6
GROUP 2, (enrollment of 220 to 500)
a. Pupils' marks 38 36 94.7^5.3 13.2 15.
8
2.6 2.6
b. Personnel records 55 21 65.2 18.5 5.5 18.5 7.9 2.6 2.6
c. School tests 38 25 65.7 23.7 10.5 13.2 13.2 2.6 0 2.6
d. Standard tests 3S 31 81.5 28.9 7.9 21.1 13.2 5.5 5.5
e. Special projects S5 22 57.8 13.2 5.5 7.9 5.5 5.5 13.2 7.9
f. Reports of teachers 38 32 84.2 44.8 23.7 iO.5 2.6 2.6
g. Special reports to parents 36 30 76.9 23.7 13.2 2.6 7.9 15.8 5.510.5
GROUP 3. (enrollment of 505 to 1000)
a. Pupils' marks 28 28 100 42.8 25 17.9 7.2 3.6 5.6
b. Personnel records 26
—
67.8 17.9' 10.7 14.5 17.9 7.2
c. School tests 28 20 71.4 17.9 7.2 17.9 10.7 10.7 3.6 5.6
d. Standard tests 28 21 75 52.2 14.5 10.7 7.210.7
e. Special projects 28 10 35.7 7.2 10.7 7.210.7
f. Reports of teachers 28 26 92.8 35.7 32.2 7.2 7.2 3.6 7.2
g. Special reports to parents 28 23 82.1 7.2 3.6 32.2 21.4 10.7 3.6 3.6
GROUP 4. (enrollment oi' 1007 to 1734)
a. Pupils' marks 19 19 100 57.9 21.1 5.3 10.5 5.3
b. i'ersonnel records 19 14 73.6 51.6 5.3 10.5 21.1 5.5 0""
c. School tests 19 13 68.4 15.8 15.8 15o8 5.3 10.5 5.3
d. Standard tests 19 15 78.9 10.5 5.3 10.5 15.8 10.5 21.1 5.3
e. Special projects "1^' 36.8 5.3 10.5 10.5 10.5
f. Reoorts of teachers 19 14 73.6 56.8 15.8 10.5 10.6 '
g. Special reports to parents 19 17 89.4 26.3 5.3 10.5 10.5 21.1 10.5 5.3
'
GRAND TOTALS> ( sum of gr»oups
)
a. Pupils' marks
t
113
i
110 97.3 46.9 18.6 14.2 10.6 4.4 2.7
b. Personnel records 113 70 61.9 21.2 8 13.5 8.9 8 LET .se
c. School tests 113 75" 66.3 17.7 11.5 14.2 13.3 5.3 2.7 1.8
d. Standard tests 113 89 78.7 26.5 9.7 14.2 10.6 5.3 7.1 5.5
e. Special projects
j
113 52 46 8 3.5 5.3 2.7 7.1 10.6 8.9
f. Reports of teochers 113 96 86.7 38.1 23.9 9.7 9.7 3.5 1.8
g. Special reoorts to oorents 113 86 76.1 15.9 6.9 10.6 12.4 18.1 7.1 6.2 '
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RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ON
SUPERVISION OP INSTRUCTION
9 GROUP 1. (enrollment of 280 and below)
IX. DO YCU HAVE HEADS OF DEP/^RTMENTS?
1. 3. 4. 6.
No.
partici-
pating
Yes o
fo
Yes o
iz:
a. Are they in the Junior High School? 27 2 24 7.4 88.
S
b. Are they in the Senior High School? 27 8 17 29.5 62.9.
GROUP 2. (enrollment of 220 to 50 0)
a. Are they in the Junior High School? 40 5 35 12.5 87.5
b. Are they in the Senior High School? 40 30 ; 22.5 75
GROUP 3. (enrollment of 505 to 10
i
00)
a. Are thej in the Junior High School? 29
,
6 1 21 20.7
i
72.5
b. Are they in the Senior High School? 29 11 i 16 37.9 ! 55.1.
GROUP 4. (enrollment of 1007 to 1734)
a. Are they in the Junior High School?
}
19 6
i
13 i 31.6 68,4
b. Are they in the Senior High School? | 19 8 1 11 42.2
i
57.8
GRAND TOTALS (sum of groups)
a. Are they in the Junior High School? 115 19
-
1
1
16.5 80.8
b. Are they in the Senior High School? 115 36 74
!
,
31.3 ! 64. 3i
i
I 1
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Observations on Results of Questionnaire as returned by
115 Principals of Junior High Schools in Massachusetts
January 1929
I Agencies by which supervision is done
1. The principal is the chief agency by which supervision is done.
2. The special supervisor ranks next.
3. More supervision is done by special supervisors in the larger
schools (Group 4). This is explained by reason of greater
variety of special subjects found in the larger schools and
greater need for correlation.
4. The principal supervises more in larger schools than in small-
er schools, due no doubt to the fact that in the smaller
schools much of the principal's time is spent in teaching.
5. A decided sv/ing to head of department as supervisor in larger
schools.
4i'
m
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Observations on Results of Questionnaire as returned by
115 Principals of Junior High Schools in Massachusetts
January 1929
II Classroom visitation by principal
1. 96.2^ say they do not previously announce their intention to
visit. Does this indicate that visitation is more for in-
spection than for helpful supervision? May it be also an in-
dication that principals do not plan their visits, or may it
be that they have a conviction that the teacher should not
be informed.
2. Each principal averages about tv/o visits weekly for h period
or more and about eight visits a week averaging less than
^ period each. There are eight times as many short visits as
long visits, i.e. less than -| period and more than ^ period.
3. It is significant that principals of schools over 1,000
(Group 4) average more visits per week than principals of
small schools. The average number of visits of both kinds in
the large schools (Group 4) is 21 per week. Group 2 with en-
rollment of 220 to 500 is next with average of eight per week.
One would think that Group 3, schools of 505 to 1000 would be
next. A possible explanation may lie in the fact that prin-
cipals of Group 3 (505 to 1000) might not have any more cler-
ical help than the principals of Group 2 (220 to 500). In
this case they would not have as much time to visit as would
the principals of Group 2.
4. 76 of the 111 reporting on the question say they do not take
notes. We wonder whether it is because it is too much trouble
or whether the principal does not wish to embarrass the teacher.
rm
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If supervision is for helping, not rating, and so recognized
by the teacher, why should she fear note-taking? Can one's
memory be trusted to remember after the class all the points
worth noting during the lesson? Can a principal always find
it convenient to write a lesson analysis after the class
period while the matter and manner are fresh in his mind?
5. There is a tendency for a larger ni-unber of principals to take
notes in Group 3 (schools of 505 to 1000). The lowest is in
Group 4 (the largest schools).
6. A high percentage of those taking notes make them available
to teachers except in Group 2 where the percentage is about
equally divided.
7. 82 of the 104 answering say they do not give the teacher a
written comment based on visit; but 113 of the 114 reporting
say they have a conference with the teacher after the visit.
The conference therefore is more popular and undoubtedly to
be preferred.
8. 88.7^ do not use a check list and 92.5 do not use a score
card. This harmonizes with item 3 wherein 96.5^ give the
purpose of visiting as the observation of teaching while 55^
say the purpose of visiting is rating the teacher .
9. It is significant that 73^ say they sometimes demonstrate by
personally instructing the class during the visit. We won-
der whether these principals demonstrate only in their special
subjects.
10. There is a greater tendency for principals of Groups 2 and 4
to demonstrate.
L
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All groups shov/ that the conference with the teacher i
held most often after school. The fact that the confe
ence comes so tlose to the visit may account for tv/o-
thirds of principals not taking notes during visit.
i
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Observations on Question III of Questionnaire
•J^'
III. "/ha t Is your purpose in visiting ?
!• The significant point here is that the observation of teaching
is scored almost twice as frequently as the rating of the teach-
er i96»5% for the former and 55% for the latter). However, in
the larger schools, 1000 and above, teacher rating as a purpose
in visiting is much higher than in any of the other groups, -73^«
2. It is also significant that 101 of the 115 principals reporting
name observation of teaching as first choice while only 6 name
rating teacher as first choice.
3. Otherwise than above the returns of groups on all four purposes
are about uniform.
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»
Observations on Question IV
,
V, and VI of Questionnaire
IV. Do you use Group Meetings for Supervision of Instruction ?
V. Do you use Faculty Meetings for Supervision of Instruction?
VI. Are Teachers ' Meetings held in School Time?
1. About the same number use the group meeting as the faculty meet-
ing. This is not properly balanced. The group meeting lends it-
self more properly to supervision purposes as only teachers of
similar subjects are concerned, while the faculty meeting is
broader in scope, concerned more with general policies of organ-
ization, management and underlying principles. 71%' is rather a
small proportion of principals availing themselves of the use of
so important an adjunct to good supervision as the group meet -
Ing.
2, Only 14 hold teachers' meetings In school time, and 93 after
school*
5. We feel that principals are justified in holding group meetings
in school time. The tendency in the state, hov/ever. Is not to
use school time for this purpose.
4. Group 2 shows tendency to hold group meetings in school time,
while group 4 shows slight tendency to hold faculty meetings in
school time.
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Observations on Question VII of Questionnaire
VII. 'Thi ch of the following can you claim as evidences of supervision?
(These are named in the order of frequency each v/as checked).
1. Increased interest of both teachers and pupils.
2. Formation of habits of study and application among pupils.
3. Development of initiative and self-reliance on part of teacher.
4. Improvement in method and technique of instruction.
5. Improvement of the learning process.
6. Teaching in same department more co-operative.
7. Decrease in number of failures.
8. Better achievement as evidenced by marks.
9. Wider use of testing and measurements.
Remarks ;
a. It is very significant that the three mentioned last are the
three that have to do with marks. The three highest have to
do more with ideals and attitudes. Notice that No. 3 stresses
*
the teacher; No. 2 stresses the pupil, and No* 1 stresses both
teacher and pupil. It seems that the principals of the state
are more concerned in personal qualities such as character,
development, habits, and good school spirit than they are in
the mechanical results. This is the correct emphasis and the
true objective of supervision.
i
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Observations on Question VIII of Questionnaire
VIII. V/hlch of the followlnp; Items do you use In the general supervision
of Instruction? (Named In order of frequency).
1. Pupils marks 96%
2. Reports of teachers 92%
3. Standard tests 7B%
4. Special reports to parents 16%
5. School tests 60%
6. Personnel records 57%
7. Special projects 46%
Remarks ;
It may seem Irreconcilable to have "marks" rank low as an
evidence of supervision and to rank highest among the list of things
used in general supervision. This is not inconsistent with the gen-
eral program of supervision since marks, reports and tests are often
excellent means of locating a problem which will be solved by super-
vision. The evidence of supervision, however, will not be marks
but as the questionnaire results show, --an increased interest on the
part of teachers and pupils. The point is that marks are tools and
not the chief evidences of supervision.
rI
i
!
i
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Observations on Question IX of Questionnaire
IX. Do you have heads of departments ?
a. Just about twice as many junior high schools In Massachusetts
have department heads who are senior high school^ as there are
that have department heads who are junior high school teach-
ers .
^
b. All four groups show a tendency toward department heads in
senior high school rather than In junior high school, but
it is noticeable that in the tv/o larger school sections "
(Groups 3 and 4) there is an increasing percentage of junior
high schools having their own department heads. For example
the percentage in group 4 Is almost three times as large as
in group 2.
c. It should be obvious that at least groups 3 and 4 should
have department heads and we believe there is one teacher
in a given department of a large junior high school as com-
petent to direct the work of that department as is a teach-
er in the high school. Coordination of work may be secured
through properly articulated courses of study, occasional
meetings between high and junior high teachers in charge of
Superintendent or Assistant Superintendent.
d. It is significant to note that only 55 schools have heads
of departments and 60 have no heads of departments at all.
V^Tiat about correlation of work in these 60 schools?
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V. Summary
Under the particular type of visitation advocated in
thi3 thesis there is no room for elaborate checking devices
and rating schemes. The rating scheme is an administrative
device, the chief purpose of v/hich is to compare one teach-
er with another so as to give more money to some teachers,
better their positions, or to dismiss them. Obviously such
a scheme does little to improve the learning process. The
writer has examined many scales used in so called supervi-
sory and teacher-rating plans, but they lack validity in
that the personal element enters too much into the judgment.
What is needed is a v/hole year of teachers' meetings with a
definite aim of defining good teaching. Group meetings and
conferences are needed to arrive at common understandings
as to what is meant by good teaching. The teacher has a
right to know what are the principal's ideas of good teach-
ing, otherwise it is not fair to judge her as his aims may
be at variance with those of the teacher. Instruments and
devices are only effective as they are understood by all
teachers. By rejecting the personal scales and efficiency
devices vie may be accused of failure to employ scientific
methods, but it is better to be helpful than scientific.
Teacher participation in the establishing of criteria
of good teaching forms the basis of planning supervision.
W« have tried to indicate in the account of group meetings
of teachers of similar subjects that it is possible for
teachers to engage cheerfully in a supervisory program with-
out knowing it to be such. The building of esprit de corps,
1
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loyalty, and confidence are more important factors in plan-
ning a program of supervision than are the means and devices
by which the supervision is carried out. The latter may
antagonize the teaching staff while the former will make for
enthusiasm and cooperation.
We have recommended that a principal budget his time
for classroom visitation. This will tend to displace mere
routine visitation and will make for definite objectives in
visiting. It will insure thoughtful analysis of needs and
will provide the professional stimulation that should be ex-
pected from those charged with this highly important function*
Of course it takes business and executive ability to plan
and administer & large school; but it takes an educator to
gain a perspective broad enough to plan and administer a
school while at the same time planning and effectively carry-
ing out a REGULAR PROGRAM OF SUPERVISION OF INSTRUCTION.
The type of conference recommended is far from being
rigid, restrictive, and mandatory. Rather its aim is to give
encouragement J aid the teacher to become self-reliant; and
stimulate her originality and initiative.
We have attempted to show that the nature of visitation
should be inspirational and not inspectorial. We have given
as the purpose of visitation the improvement of instruction,
or more specifically the improvement of the learning process.
It has been pointed out that any program of supervision
worthy of the name necessitates planning in advance. This
planning is threefold in character. First, it establishes
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criteria and common understanding of what is meant by good
teaching so that teachers may know the elements that enter
into the principal's judgment of good teaching. This in-
formation is to be arrix'-ed at mainly through a series of
meetings of teachers of similar subjects.
In the second place, an effective program of supervi-
sion must establish a friendly and co-operative attitude on
part of teachers toward visitation by the principal. The
technique of visitation is subordinate to the spirit and
atmosphere prevailing. It is pointed out that the type of
visitation that aims to help the teacher is welcomed; and
that the type of visitation that aims to rate the teacher
is to be condemned.
The third feature for which plans should be made is the
conference. This is considered indispensable to visitation,
especially in connection with the visit of a half period or
more in duration. Preparation for the conference will in-
clude such factors as the principles evolved at the group
meetings of teachers of similar subjects, the results of the
classroom visits, and the degree of tact and skill employed
by the principal in directing the conference.
The point of most importance in all visitation procedure
is the extent to which the real purpose of visitation is fur-
thered. V/e have defined this purpose as the improvement of
instruction. We v/lsh to emphasize in conclusion that instruc
tlon will not be Improved in an atmosphere of antagonism and
suspicion. Teachers must be happy, buoyant, and confident.
w\
i
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They must be conscious of teaching strength and power. The
wise principal or supervisor will keep this fact in mind.
He will seek the good v/ill of his faculty; he v;ill look for
the best his teachers can do; and will always draw from them
their individual ideas and ideals. This v/e believe to be
the fundamental theme of the entire thesis.
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